Integrated Simultaneous Detection of Tactile and Bending Cues for Soft Robotics.
Soft robots should move in an unstructured environment and explore it and, to do so, they should be able to measure and distinguish proprioceptive and exteroceptive stimuli. This can be done by embedding mechanosensing systems in the body of the robot. Here, we present a polydimethylsiloxane block sensorized with an electro-optical system and a resistive strain gauge made with the supersonic cluster beam implantation (SCBI) technique. We show how to integrate these sensing elements during the whole fabrication process of the soft body and we demonstrate that their presence does not change the mechanical properties of the bulk material. Exploiting the position of both sensing systems and a proper combination of the output signals, we present a strategy to measure simultaneously external pressure and positive/negative bending of the body. In particular, the optical system can reveal any mechanical stimulation (external from the soft block or due to its own deformation), while the resistive strain gauge is insensitive to the external pressure, but sensitive to the bending of the body. This solution, here applied to a simple block of soft material, could be extended to the whole body of a soft robot. This approach provides detection and discrimination of the two stimuli (pressure and bending), with low computational effort and without significant mechanical constraint.